
Another Almost True Tail Of Our Founding
Feathers
The Myth of the Bald Eagle: A Symbol of Freedom or a Harbinger of
War?

The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is a majestic bird of prey that
has long been associated with the United States of America. It is featured
on the Great Seal of the United States, and its image has been used on
countless coins, stamps, and other symbols of American patriotism.
However, the bald eagle's reputation as a symbol of freedom and
democracy is not entirely accurate.

In reality, the bald eagle was once considered a harbinger of war. Native
American tribes often interpreted the sight of a bald eagle as a sign that
conflict was imminent. This belief was based on the eagle's predatory
habits. Bald eagles are opportunistic hunters that will prey on a variety of
animals, including fish, rabbits, and even other birds. Their aggressive
behavior and sharp talons made them a feared symbol of war.
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The bald eagle's reputation as a harbinger of war continued into the
colonial period. When the American colonists began their fight for
independence from Great Britain, they adopted the bald eagle as a symbol
of their cause. However, the eagle's image was often paired with images of
war and violence. For example, the first American flag, the Betsy Ross flag,
featured a bald eagle clutching a sword in its talons.

It was not until the early 19th century that the bald eagle began to be seen
as a symbol of peace and freedom. This change in perception was largely
due to the efforts of the American ornithologist John James Audubon.
Audubon's paintings of bald eagles depicted them as noble and majestic
creatures, rather than as symbols of war. Audubon's work helped to change
the public's perception of the bald eagle, and it eventually became the
national symbol of the United States.

However, the bald eagle's reputation as a symbol of war has never fully
disappeared. Even today, some people view the bald eagle as a symbol of
American imperialism and aggression. This view is often based on the
eagle's use as a symbol of the United States military. For example, the bald
eagle is featured on the seal of the United States Air Force, and it is often
used in military propaganda.

The bald eagle is a complex symbol with a long and varied history. It has
been used to represent both war and peace, freedom and oppression.
Ultimately, the meaning of the bald eagle is up to the individual to decide.
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In 1782, the Continental Congress adopted the Great Seal of the United
States. The seal features a bald eagle with a shield on its breast. The
shield is divided into 13 stripes, representing the 13 original colonies. The
eagle holds an olive branch in its right talon and a bundle of arrows in its
left talon. The olive branch represents peace, while the arrows represent
war.

There is a story that the feathers used to create the Great Seal of the
United States were taken from a bald eagle that was killed by Benjamin
Franklin. However, this story is not true. The feathers used to create the
seal were actually taken from a golden eagle that was killed in
Pennsylvania in 1781.

The story of the founding feathers is a reminder that even the most iconic
symbols of our nation are not always what they seem. The bald eagle is a
powerful and majestic bird, but it is also a symbol of both war and peace.
The Great Seal of the United States is a symbol of our nation's ideals, but it
is also a reminder of the sacrifices that have been made to achieve those
ideals.

The Bald Eagle Today

The bald eagle is a protected species in the United States. It is making a
comeback from the brink of extinction, thanks to the efforts of
conservationists. However, the bald eagle still faces many threats, including
habitat loss, pollution, and climate change.

We must all do our part to protect the bald eagle. We can do this by
supporting conservation organizations, reducing our carbon footprint, and
making our communities more wildlife-friendly.



The bald eagle is a symbol of our nation's history, strength, and resilience.
Let us all work together to ensure that this majestic bird continues to soar
for generations to come.

Additional Information

* Bald Eagle Species Profile * Bald Eagle Field Guide * Bald Eagle National
Geographic
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